Analysis of RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) data have highlighted the fact that most genes undergo alternative splicing (AS) 12 and that these patterns are tightly regulated. Many of these events are complex, resulting in numerous possible isoforms 13 that quickly become difficult to visualize, interpret, and experimentally validate. To address these challenges, We developed 14 MAJIQ-SPEL, a web-tool that takes as input local splicing variations (LSVs) quantified from RNA-Seq data and provides 15 users with visualization and quantification of gene isoforms associated with those. Importantly, MAJIQ-SPEL is able to 16 handle both classical (binary) and complex (non-binary) splicing variations. Using a matching primer design algorithm it 17 also suggests users possible primers for experimental validation by RT-PCR and displays those, along with the matching 18 protein domains affected by the LSV, on UCSC Genome Browser for further downstream analysis.
design is based on and the experimental protocols and primer design factors described in [3] . For ease of use, the primer 48 table is searchable and key summary information for each primer can also be displayed. GCs Ratio:
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End GCs: Additional information for each primer can be displayed by clicking the "i". (C) UCSC Genome Browser snapshot with custom tracks produced by MAJIQ-SPEL as labeled. Pfam domains show this alternative exon overlaps with the first annotated KH domain, suggesting skipping could affect RNA binding of Fubp3. (D) Isoform table that displays PSI (Ψ) quantifications (left) and possible isoforms (right). Nucleotide sizes correspond to products produced using the selected primers from (B). Red stop sign indicates premature termination codon (PTC) introduction upon exon skipping that may induce nonsense mediated decay (NMD). (E) RT-PCR validation of predicted product sizes and quantification using the primers selected in (B) on total RNA from mouse cerebellum (left) and adrenal gland (right). Average inclusion of the cassette exon by RT-PCR with standard deviation is given. Asteriks corresponds to a background band that does not run true to size.

